Dear Ms. Murphy,

I am an investor.

I strongly support regulations that would require publicly-traded companies to disclose CEO-to-median worker pay ratios. As income inequality reaches unprecedented heights, the public has the right to know which corporations are fueling the yawning gap between rich and poor.

Disclosure of CEO-to-worker pay ratios are also crucial for investors. This information is important for determining whether corporations are diverting resources to executives at the expense of long-term investments and workforce development. Additionally, investors need to be able to gauge whether executives' compensation is falling in line with their performance.

This data is valuable for investors, as it helps them determine which companies are dangerously overloaded at the top. The new disclosure will create downward pressure in the industry by rewarding companies with more reasonable salary hierarchies. It will also get workers talking, and put overpaid executives in the spotlight.

WE SHOULD NOT BE REWARDING THIEVERY, which is the Number-1 problem in this country with Executive Pay and Compensation, AIG is the Perfect example, NO one should have received ANY bonuses, after the Economic failure. And NO Corporate Executive should receive Bonuses or Extra Compensation, when their Corporation DEFAULTS, DEFRAUDS or Refuses to Full Funded Employee Pension Funds...Because that should be a CRIME....!!!!!!!

Sincerely,

Alfredo Alaniz